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a b s t r a c t
The present paper describes the acoustic emission (AE) behavior of concrete under four-point bending.
Steel ﬁbres of varying content were used as reinforcement in concrete slabs and their inﬂuence on the fracture process and the acoustic activity was investigated. The total acoustic emission (AE) activity was found
to be directly proportional to the ﬁbre content. Analysis revealed that particular AE parameters change
monotonically with the progress of damage and can be used for the characterization of the failure process.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Fibre reinforced cementitious materials are being increasingly
employed in structural applications. Fibres prevent the brittle failure of the matrix, improving its weak tensile properties [1]. The
possibility that the crack growth will be delayed by the ﬁbre action
increases with increasing ﬁbre volume content. Consequently, the
material toughness is enhanced [2,3]. Typically, an unreinforced
concrete member fails catastrophically after the maximum load
is reached. Fibres mainly improve the post-peak behavior of concrete where the multiple cracking acts as an energy absorbing
mechanism which is totally absent in the case of unreinforced concrete. It should be noted, that the maximum load increases significantly with ﬁbre reinforcement [4,5].
In order to clarify the above mechanisms, acoustic emission
(AE) monitoring has been carried out during fracture tests. The
AE technique has been employed in numerous applications for
damage characterization of concrete materials and structures [6–
12]. Suitable sensors are placed on the surface in order to record
the transient waves (hits) generated by the crack propagation incidents inside the material. Subsequently, the characterization and
quantiﬁcation of the damage level is performed via the use of
appropriate AE descriptors. Further study of the transient waveforms provides in depth insight of the fracture process. The source
of the AE activity is closely connected to the mode of fracture
[13,14]. If the dominant mode is determined, it is possible to reinforce the structure using proper design or materials with increased
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resistance against the speciﬁc cracking mode. Additionally, the
nucleation of shear cracks generally follows the propagation of tensile cracks. Therefore, the classiﬁcation of cracks may lead to an
early warning prior to ﬁnal fracture [8,13]. However, the application of AE to such materials entails certain difﬁculties. These
mainly concern the accurate interpretation of the results due to
the different individual processes that contribute to the fracture
of concrete. Fracture occurs due to matrix cracking and the failure
of different interfaces; i.e. between cement paste and sand, aggregates and ﬁbres. Final failure includes aggregate crushing and ﬁbre
rupture [15]. As is generally accepted, the fracture process of ﬁbre
reinforced concrete (FRC) can be divided in three stages. The ﬁrst
stage is the ‘‘stable micro-cracking stage”. The second stage is the
growth of micro-cracks and development of macro-cracks. The micro-crack growth continues up to a saturation level which depends
on the ﬁbre volume content. Finally there is the rapid expansion of
the macro-cracks followed by macroscopic fracture [16–20].
In the present study, steel FRC beams were subjected to fourpoint bending with concurrent recording of the AE activity. The
maximum load and toughness were measured as a function of
the ﬁbre content. Additionally, the cracking mode was related with
the ﬁbre content and damage accumulation during the experiment.
The interrelation of the measured AE activity with mechanical
properties such as the toughness of the ﬁbre reinforced concrete
was also studied.
2. Experimental details
The specimens employed for this study were of prism shape. The concrete mix
used is typical for shotcrete applications. Details can be found in Table 1. The steel
ﬁbres were of wavy shape and three different volume contents were used, namely
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Table 1
Specimen and ﬁbre characteristics.

Table 2
Mechanical properties for different ﬁbre contents.

Specimen size (mm)
Water to cement (by mass)
Aggregate to cement (by mass)
Fine to coarse aggregates (by mass)
Max. aggregate size (mm)
Fibre length (mm)
Fibre diameter (mm)

400  100  100
0.5
3.6
77/23
10
25
0.75

0.5%, 1% and 1.5%. For reference, a mixture of plain concrete was also produced. For
each of the four mixtures, three specimens were tested in bending with concurrent
AE monitoring.
The four-point bending experiments for the determination of the specimen
toughness were performed according to the ASTM C1609/C 1609 M-05 standard.
As shown in Fig. 1, the bottom and top spans were 300 mm and 100 mm, respectively. The displacement rate was 0.08 mm/min. More experimental details can
be found in [21].
For the purpose of the AE monitoring, two AE sensors of resonance at 150 kHz
(R15, Physical Acoustics Corp., PAC) were attached to the bottom side of the beams
at a 50 mm distance from either side of the mid-span (Fig. 1). The use of one or two
sensors is typical for monitoring the AE hit rate and other major parameters in laboratory conditions [16–18,22,23] where event location is not attempted. The preampliﬁer gain was set to 40 dB. After performing a pilot test, the threshold was also
set to 40 dB in order to avoid the possibility of electronic/environmental noise. The
signals were recorded in a two-channel monitoring board PCI-2, PAC. AE hits
(including waveforms) were recorded with a sampling rate of 5 MHz.

3. Mechanical behavior
It is well known that ﬁbres increase the specimen toughness
and the results of this study are no exception. Typical load–deﬂection curves of FRC specimens are depicted in Fig. 2. As expected,
the load–displacement curve is linear up to the maximum load

Fibre content (%)

Maximum load (kN)

Flexural toughness, T100,2a (J)

0
0.5
1
1.5

14.9
13.2
15.8
19.9

–
7.0
15.3
17.3

a
The subscripts denote the specimen thickness (100 mm) and the maximum
center deﬂection of the specimen (2 mm) according to ASTM C 1609/C 1609 M-05.

for all specimens. Plain concrete also exhibits a linear load displacement curve and fails catastrophically after the maximum load
is reached (the curve is omitted from the diagram, as it coincides
with the linear part of other curves). The specimens with 1.5% of
ﬁbres exhibit the highest maximum load. The main differences
are observed in the post-peak behavior. Plain concrete does not absorb any energy after the maximum load is reached. On the other
hand, FRC specimens, exhibit a sudden drop of load after the initial
fracture but continue to absorb energy while the load gradually decreases towards the end of the test. As can be seen in Table 2, the
increase of ﬁbre content improved the material’s toughness which
is shown by the area under the load–deﬂection curves (Fig. 2).
In Fig. 3a the main crack of a plain concrete specimen after failure is depicted. The specimen fails with the crack initiating from
the bottom surface, which is under tensile load. The crack propagates towards the top, splitting the specimen in two parts. On
the other hand, FRC does not break in two parts even after ﬁnal
failure. As can be seen in Fig. 3b the main crack is accompanied
by smaller cracks. The fracture energy is distributed in a larger volume of material increasing the width of the FPZ. This leads to higher maximum loads for the FRC and higher toughness, i.e. increased
area under the load–deﬂection curves (Fig. 2). The same effect has
been reported for large aggregates which had a similar effect on
the FPZ [24]. In Fig. 3c a crack bifurcation is depicted for a ﬁbre
reinforced specimen. It is obvious that the crack changes direction
as it propagates to the top. This change of direction will be discussed along with the AE data in the next sections.

4. AE results
4.1. Total AE hit activity

Fig. 1. Experimental setup.
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Fig. 2. Load vs. deﬂection curves for specimens with different ﬁbre contents.

In Fig. 4a and b, the cumulative AE hits and the load vs. time are
depicted, for typical cases of 1.5% ﬁbre concrete and plain concrete,
respectively. In the case of the FRC, at approximately 70% of the
maximum load, an increase in the AE hits is recorded. The hit rate
reaches a peak at the moment of macroscopical fracture. The total
number of hits is typically 3000–4000 (see Fig. 4a). On the other
hand, in the case of the plain concrete specimens (Fig. 4b), a notably smaller number of hits are recorded. As can be seen from the
ﬁgure, the un-reinforced concrete specimen fails catastrophically
immediately after peak load is reached.
The total AE activity for all ﬁbre contents is shown in Fig. 5a.
Each point is the average of the total number of hits acquired for
the whole duration of the three experiments of each content. There
is an almost linear relation between the number of hits and the ﬁbre content. This is reasonable because each ﬁbre pull-out event is
a potential AE hit and the pull-out events increase with the ﬁbre
volume content.
For practical reasons, correlations between mechanical properties and nondestructive testing parameters are highly desirable
since mechanical measurements are not always feasible. In this
case, the toughness of the specimens is correlated through an
exponential curve to the number of cumulative AE hits (Fig. 5b).
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Fig. 3. Cracks obtained for plain concrete (a), concrete with 1.5% ﬁbres (b), (c).
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Fig. 4. Load and AE history for specimen with: (a) 1.5% ﬁbres and (b) 0% ﬁbres (the hit axis is in logarithmic scale).
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Fig. 5. (a) Total AE hits vs. ﬁbre content and (b) toughness vs. AE hits for different ﬁbre contents.

Such a metric could be studied for cases where other methods are
not directly applicable.
4.2. Fracture mode
The shape of the AE waveforms is reported to be characteristic
of the fracture mode (Fig. 6a and b). Shear events are characterized
by longer Rise time and usually higher amplitude than tensile
events [8,25]. This is examined by the RA value which is deﬁned
as the ratio of the Rise time (expressed in ls) to the waveform
Amplitude (expressed in V) [25,26]. It has been shown that lower
RA values, indicate more tensile nature of fracture events [8,14].
Another parameter that has been used for the characterization
of the cracking mode is the average frequency. It is deﬁned as

the number of threshold crossings (counts) divided by the duration
of the signal, see Fig. 6b and is expressed in kHz. The shift from
higher to lower values indicates the shift of the cracking mode
from tensile to shear [25,26]. Classiﬁcation of cracks based on these
two indices, has been reported to produce results less dependent
on the type of sensors [25].
In the present case, the cracking process starts at the bottom
surface for all specimens due to the tension. However, shear stresses develop on the horizontal plane and especially on the neutral
axis. These stresses are connected to the change of direction of
the crack in FRC and the resulting increase of the RA value. The
change of the RA value may be either expressed as a mean value
for each ﬁbre content or as a dynamic change throughout the loading process.
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Fig. 6. Typical waveforms of (a) tensile and (b) shear event. A is the amplitude and RT the Rise time (time between the onset and the point of maximum amplitude) of the
waveforms.

In Fig. 7a, the average RA values are depicted for different ﬁbre
contents for the whole duration of the experiments. Plain concrete
specimens exhibit the lowest RA for all the AE hits recorded
throughout the experiments. The inclusion of ﬁbres, even in just
0.5% per volume leads to considerable increase of RA which is associated to the change of the failure mode from tensile to shear. Further increase in ﬁbre volume content has a small inﬂuence on RA
since a plateau is reached.
Fig. 7b–d depict the change of RA vs. time for all three specimens for 1.5% ﬁbre content. Each point of the curves corresponds
to the moving average of RA for 50 consecutive hits in order to reduce scatter. The load history is also depicted in arbitrary scale, to
show the main failure moment for each specimen. As the deﬂection of the specimen increases and the fracture proceeds, RA is
gradually increasing until the end of the experiment. As can be
seen in the same ﬁgures, the average frequency is decreasing
throughout the experiments. The RA shift to higher values indi-
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cates that although the cracks are initiated by tension, gradually
shear stresses dominate the failure process. This has also been recently reported for vinyl-ﬁbre concrete [27]. Similar behavior has
been reported in corrosion cracking of concrete where crack initiation was of the tensile mode (I), while as the crack length increased the shear mode (II) became more active [28]. As shown
in Table 2, the increase in ﬁbre content, which activates the shear
mode, is closely connected to the increased fracture toughness of
FRC. Therefore, the specimens do not break with a single vertical
crack. The crack splits in different smaller cracks, increasing the
volume of the material involved in the fracture process. According
to the experimental ﬁndings and the above discussion, RA values of
approximately 2000 ls/V suggest active tensile mode, while RA
values above 4000 ls/V indicate shear mode. The same shift from
tensile to shear is expressed by the drop of the average frequency
from approximately 60 kHz to 35 kHz. It should be mentioned, that
use of more sensors will enable the characterization of the crack

Time (s)

Fig. 7. (a) Average RA value vs. ﬁbre content, (b)–(d) moving average of RA and average frequency for the three specimens with 1.5% of ﬁbres.
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location in the specimen volume and consequently the determination of the actual width of the fracture process zone [24,29] which
is directly related to the toughness of the material.
5. Conclusions
In the present study the inﬂuence of steel ﬁbres in the behavior
of concrete under bending is discussed. Increased ﬁbre content results in the increase of the maximum load and the fracture toughness of the material. At the same time, the amount of AE activity is
proportional to the ﬁbre content and the measured toughness.
Analysis of AE parameters reveals that the tensile mode of fracture
is dominant for plain concrete. The mode of fracture is changing to
shear as the ﬁbre content increases. This demonstrates the reinforcing effect of the ﬁbres against the weak tensile nature of concrete. The study of AE indices implies that the mode of fracture
changes during the experiment from tensile (initial stage) to shear
(ﬁnal fracture). This is macroscopically shown by the crack splitting and deﬂection from parallel to perpendicular direction relatively to the loading axis and the concurrent increase of the
fracture process zone with increasing ﬁbre content.
As was shown, the acoustic emission technique can be employed for the identiﬁcation of the fracture mode. The identiﬁcation of the failure mode is of primary importance as it provides
insight for a more suitable design of the reinforcement, in order
to withstand the speciﬁc stresses. Additionally, as shear cracking
follows tensile cracking, crack classiﬁcation using suitable AE
descriptors can assist the evaluation of the severity of the
condition.
The use of the aforementioned methodology to classify the fracture mode of FRC can also be employed for different types of reinforcement in terms of ﬁbre shape, material and volume content, in
order to increase the reinforcing efﬁciency for optimal structural
performance. Furthermore, source location of the AE events via
the use of more sensors can experimentally verify the increase of
the fracture process zone with increasing reinforcement efﬁciency.
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